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On September 10, 1984, Sargent and Sturgeon Ruilders, Inc.,
("Sargent and Sturgeon" ) d/h/a Garden Heights Suhdivision Sewer

Division ("Garden Heights" ), filed an application with the Commis-

sion to increase its rates pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, Alternative

Rate Adjustment Procedure for Small Utilities ("ARP"). The pro-

posed rates would produce additional revenue of approximately

S6,795 over normalized test-year operating revenues, an increase
of 50.7 percent. Based on the determination herein, the operating
revenue of Garden Heights will increase by S1,744 annually over

normalized test-year operating revenue, an increase of )3 percent.
COMMPNVARY

Garden Heights is a privately-owned sewage treatment system

organized and existing under the laws of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and serves approximately 115 customers in Daviess County,

Kentucky. Garden Heights is owned and operated by Sargent and

Sturgeon, a corporation engaged in the business of



developing and managing suhdivisions, incJuding the management and

operation of the subdivisions'ewage treatment facilities.
Sargent and Sturgeon also owns and operates Gardenside Subdivision

Sewer Division ("Gardenside"). Due to this affiliation between

Garden Heights and Gardenside, the divisions share resources such

as labor, management, vehicles, etc.
Concurrent with the filing of this application, Sargent and

Sturgeon filed Case No. 9127, The Application of Sargent and

Sturgeon Ruilders, Inc., Gardenside Subdivision Sewer Division,
for a Rate Adjustment Pursuant to the Alternative Rate Piling for
Small Utilities. Case Mo. 9127 has heen closely coordinated with

this proceeding.

Recause Garden Heights and Gardenside are mutually-owned

companies and share resources, several expenses incurred hy

Sargent and Sturgeon are related to both sewer divisions and

therefore must be allocated to each division. Additionally,

Sargent and Sturgeon shut down its construction operations in the

summer of 1983 and for this reason certain expenses previously

absorbed by that division now must he allocated to the sewer

divisions. These mutual expenses have, in general, been allocated
based on the number of customers served, which results in an

allocation of one-third (115 customers) to Garden Heights and

two-thirds (231 customers) to Gardenside.

TEST PERIOD

Garden Heights has proposed and the Commission has accepted

the 12 month period ending December 31, 1983, as the test period
for determining the reasonableness of the proposed



rates. In utilizing the historical test period, the Commission

has given full consideration to known and measurable changes found

reasonable.

REVENUES AND EXPENSES

The ARF was established to provide a simplified and less

expensive method for small utilities to apply for rate increases

with the Commission. Though superficial accounting errors were

numerous, the financial data from the 1983 annual report have been

used as the basis for determining revenue requirements. The

Commission has accepted Garden Heights'roposed accounting

expense in this proceeding. Therefore, in the future, the Commis-

sion will expect Garden Heights to f i le its annual reports

prepared in accordance w i th the Un i form System of. Accounts for

Class C and 0 Sewer Utilities.
Garden Heights proposed adjustments to revenues and

expenses as reflected in the comparative income statement filed in

the revised application. The Commission is of the opinion that

the proposed adjustments are generally proper and acceptable for

rate-making purposes with the following modifications to reflect
actual and anticipated operating conditions:

Normalized Revenue

Garden Heights'983 annus] report ref)sets 11'S customers

and operating revenues of. 812,387. Garden Heights stated that
test year revenues were reported net of. the collection fee charged

by Southeast Daviess County water nistrictr however it further

stated that this would not he repeated in the future. In order to

normalize annual revenues, the Commission has increased
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reported test year revenues by $ 1,013 to $ 13,400 based on the

number of customers and the monthly rate at test year end.

Wages and Salaries
Garden Heights'est-year operating statement reflects that

the amount of test-year wages and salaries of T. L. Sargent,

manager of Garden Heights, and John Lewis, maintenance man for
Garden Heights, allocated by Rargent and Sturgeon to Garden

Heights was S4,732. Garden Heights proposed an adjustment of
Sl,833 based on an increase in Mr. Sargent's salary and also an

increase in the percentage of wages and salaries allocated to
Garden Heights. This results in a proposed wages and salaries
expense of S6,565.

In its information request of Actober 12, 1984, the

Commission requested Garden Heights to provide the total number of
regular and overtime hours worked during the test year as well as

a complete description of the duties and responsibilities of each

employee, manager or owner.

In regard to Mr. Sargent, Garden Heights stated in its
response to the Commission's request that,

T. L. sargent is on call 24 hours per day, handles
customers complaints, if any, all record keeping,
banking, sand nffic~ management. He further checks
the plants a minimum of one. time per week and over-
sees the performance hy John Lewis of. the daily
maintenance, repair and operation of the treatment
plants.
In regard to Mr. Lewis, Garclenside stated,
John Lewis works six hours per day, three in the
morning and three in the evening, seven days per
week, and is on call 24 hours per day. He checks
the plant two time~ daily, performs all maintenance



and repairs for which he is qualified, tests the
effluent, and performs such other duties as required
by Mr. Sargent.

With reference to Mr. Sargent's manager's salary, Garden

Heights proposed a salary of $ 2,600 based on total compensation hy

Sargent and sturgeon of $ 200 per week allocated 25 percent to

Garden Heights. Garden Heights was apprised that "It is the

Commission's normal policy to allow a management fee of. $ 1,800 for
small privately owned sewer utilities," and was requested to
"provide any evidence deemed appropriate as to why the Commission

should devi.ate from current policy and allow a larger management

fee in this proceeding." Garden Heights responded that "Mr.

Sargent has made loans to the corporation in the amount of $ 5,000

on April 28, 1982, and $ 4,200 on October 5, 1984, neither of which

loans have been repaid." However, financial information

contained in the 1983 Garden Heights ennual report does not

indicate any such outstanding debt and no evidence has been

presented in this proceeding documenting such loans. Furthermore,

Garden Heights filed a statement that "Garden Heights Sewer

Division does not have at present any outstanding indebtedness."

For. rate-making purposes, the isa»e of. whether Mr. Rargent has

made loans tn Garden He ight s ar not has no hear ing on the

Commission's Information Request of December ]7, 1984, Item 4.
Response, Commission's Information Request of December 17,
1984, Item 4.
Response, Commission's Information Request of October 12,
1984, Item 5.



appropriati leva) of compensation which should he allowed. The

subject of debt service is an entirely separate issue and per-
suasive evidence must he presented, documented and justified by

the utility if it proposes that such an expense be allowed for
rate-making purposes. The record demonstrates that debt service
is not an issue in this proceeding. Moreover, if Mr. Sargent is
seeking a return on his investment through his management fee the

Commission cannot provide such a return in this fee as well as

through the provision of a reasonable rate of return.
Therefore, it is the Commission's opinion that Garden

Heights has failed to meet its burden of proof as to why a higher

than normal management sa1ary should be allowed in this instance.

Therefore, the Commission will allow a Sl,800 management fee,
which is the level of expense normally allowed for small investor-

owned sewer utilities.
With reference to Mr. Lewis'ages, Garden Heights proposed

a wage of S3,965 based on total compensation of S305 per week

allocated 25 percent to Garden Heights. This level of

compensation provides for twice daily inspection of the plant by

Mr. Lewis. The final Order in the last Garden Heights rate case,
a joint application with Gardenside, dated October 28, 1981, Case

No. 8238, Adjustment of Pates Of the Sargent a Sturgeon Builders,
Inca

states'he

Commission is of the opinion that once-a-day
inspections should provide for sufficient mainte-
nance and operation of. the treatment plants.
)andi twice daily inspections are not essential to



an efficient operation and should not be allowed for
rate-making purposes herein.

The Commission requested C:arden Heights to "provide any

evidence deemed appropriate as to vhy the Commission should allow

the expense associated with twice-daily inspections in this
proceeding." Garden Heights rested its case on its assertion

If the plant is shut down for the possible 23 hours
)between trips). . .tafter repaired) it would take
from three to four days for the effluent to reach
the level which is apparently acceptable to the
Department of Health and the Rnvironmental Pro-
tection Agency... |and would result in) a condition
which would adversely affect the health and welfare
of the customers. . .[and] create an unhealthy and
unpleasant atmosphere in the subdivision.

The argument presented hy Clarden Heights is true for almost

all sever utilities'his is why the Commission provides revenues

to cover the expense of daily maintenance trips to the plant when

establishing revenue requirements. A successful maintenance

program should reduce the risk of equipment failure to a very

slight possibility. Of course, twice daily trips are desirable,
three would be better, and, ideally, a maintenance man could be

stationed at the plant 24 hours a day. However, in determining a

reasonable number of trips, the costs to the customers must he

weighed against the benefits. In this proceeding, as evidenced hy

4 Case No. 8238, Order entered October 2R, IAA1, page 3.
Response, Commission's Information Request of December 17,
1984, I tern 11.
Ihip'.



Garden Heights'esponse, the extra trip is made only to determine

whether or not a malfunction of equipment has occurred. No

evidence has been provided that there have been Frequent equipment

failures at the plant, or that there might he. Additionally,

other means to alert sewer plant owners of. equipment failure may

be a reasonable alternative to personal inspections. As no

persuasive evidence was presented in this case justifying the

additional daily trip, it is the Commission's finding that Garden

Heights has nat met its burden of proof. on this issue, and it has

therefoxe eliminated 50 pexcent of the proposed wage of. Mr. Lewis

from operating expenses for xate-making purposes.

Additianal ly, the f inal order in Case Ma. 8238 states,
"tTlhe Commission is of the opinian that management and clerical
salaries should he allocated based on the numbex of customers

served by Garden Heights to the total customers of both sewage

treatment plants." Based on reported test year-end number ofN~

customers, one-third af ~ages and salaries should be allocated to

Garden Heights and two-thirds ta Gaxdenside. Therefare, in

accordance with that f inding, Mr. Lewis'age has been allocated
one-third to Garden Heights and two-thirds to Gardenside. This

results in wages for Mr. Lewis allocable to Garden Heights for

rate-making purposes of S2,643.

7 Case No. 8238, Order entered October 28, 1981, page 4,



Based on the foregoing, the total wages and salaries
expense for Garden Heights used herein for rate-making purposes is
84,443.
Transportati.on

Included within Garden Heights'est-year operation and

maintenance expenses are transportation charges of S2,AA5. This

amount represents 21,900 miles driven hy John Lewis and 3,120

miles driven by Ir. Sargent. Mr. Lewis and Nr. Sargent were

reimbursed at a rate of $ .25 per mile and one-third of total
travel reimbursements were allocated to Garden Heights. Mo

adjustment to transportation costs was proposed hy Garden Heights.

Garden Heights proposed to use S.25 per mile as the rate

for calculating transportation expense in this proceeding. The

Commission questioned Garden Heights as to the basis for using

this amount as the reimhursement rate. Other than this heing the

reimbursement rate utilized during the test year, no justification

was presented in support of this rate. The current tax standard

mileage rate prescri.bed hy the Internal Revenue Code, Code Rection

162, is ST 205 per mile. It is the Commission's opinion that S.205

per mile is a more fair, just and reasonable reimbursement. rate

for transportation and it has therefore util ized this amount as

the basis for determining transportat ion expense herein.

As discussed in the "Rages and Salaries" section, the

Response, Commission ' Information Request of necember 17,
l484, Item

Pages 4-8 of. th i s Order,



necessity of twice daily trips to the treatment plant has not been

justified by Garden Heights. Therefore 50 percent of the

transportation costs associated with Mr. Lewis'rips to the

treatment plant have been eliminated for rate-making purposes.

Additionally, Garden Heights has not supported the need for

the weekly trip to the treatment plant by Hr. Sargent. As daily

trips to the plant are made by Mr. Lewis, additional visits are

unnecessary. Furthermore, the Commission has established as a

precedent in many other cases the allowance for managers of sewer

utilities of this size, with comparable organizational structure,

annual compensation of Sl,ROA, which includes ordinary travel

requirements. Additional compensation, such as for unusual travel

expenses to the premises of the plant, etc., must he sufficiently
documented and justified. As no persuasive evidence has been

presented in this case justifying the additional compensation, it
is the Commission's finding that Garden Heights has not met its
burden of proof. on this issue and it has therefore eliminated Nr.

Sargent's test-year transportation costs from operating expenses

for rate-making purposes.

In the final Arder in Case No. 8238, total Rargent and

Sturgeon travel expenses were allocated one-half to Gardsn Heights

and nns-half t.o Gardenside. Therefore, the Commission has used

the same method of allocation for determining the appropriate

travel expense herein.



Based on the above analysis, the transportation cost found

reasonable for rate-making purposes is Sl,122. This amount has10

been included within operating expenses for the purposes of

determining revenue requirements herein.

The Internal Revenue Code, Code section 274(d), as amended

by the Tax Reform Act of 1984 requires taxpayers to keep adequate

contemporaneous records to substantiate transportaL'~» ~~p~nse.

In regard to future rate cases, the Commission will not allow

Garden Heights a transportation expense without adequate contem-

poraneous records substantiating actual transportation expense for

the test year. Therefore, the Commission recommends that Garden

Heights keep records of actual mileage and actual expenses

incurred in the operation of a motor vehicle while on official
utility business.

Other — Labor, Materials, and Expenses/Depreciation

Garden Heights reported test year charges to Account No

701-C -- Treatment System: Other — Lahor, Materials, and Expenses

of S2,435. At the Commission's request, Garden Heights provided a

breakdown as documentation in support of. this amount. ll An

examination of this breakdown indicated that. there was a

possibility that some items that were expensed by Garden Heights

during the test year should have been capitalized to Utility Plant

in Service. Therefore the Commission requested copies of the

10 21,900 miles x S.205 x 1/2 (allocation to Garden Heights) x
1/2 (elimination of 1 daily trip) = Sl,122.

ll Response, Commission's Information Request of October 12,
1984, Item 6.
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invoices associated with these expense items. A review of these12

invoices indicated that a S960 expenditure for a chlorinator

(HcCoy and McCoy, Inc., Invoice 652sR dated September 23, 1983)
was improperly charged to Operations Supplies and Fxpenses during

the test year. As this expenditure will provide benefits for more

than one accounting period, it is the finding of. the Commission

that this expenditure should be capitalized and depreciated at a

rate of 10 percent annually. Therefore, other — Labor, Naterials

and Fxpenses has been reduced by S960 and depreciation expense

increased by S96 for the purpose of determining revenue require-

ments herein.

Other f.'xpenses

Garden Heights reported test year charges to Account No.

700-8 -- Other F:xpenses of S702 and proposed a Sl,298 adjustment.

In its application Garden Heights stated that the basis for this
adjustment. was that due to "the shutdown of the construction

element of Sargent and Sturgeon Builders, Inc., certain expenses

previously paid by the Corporation now must be absorbed" by Garden

Heights and Gardenside. As little detail and evidence was

presented in the initial application concerning this adjustment,

the Commission requested Garden Heights to "IP]xplain th~ pro

forma adjustment in detail and provide any evidence or other

documentation available in support of. the adjustment," and to

"f0jrovide a list of the specif.ic expenses previously absorbed by

12 Response, Comm iss ion ' In format ion Request of December 17,
1984, Item 6.
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the construction company and the amounts incurred during the test
year."„13 Garden Heights'esponses to these requests were

inadequate to support the proposed adjustment. The response

stated that this "is the amount of hazard insurance, including

public liability, which is allocated to this sewer division;"„14

however, no documentation was presented to support this expense as

requested by the Commission. To allow a proposed adjustment the

Commission must be presented with evi.dence demonstrating that the

adjustment is related to a known and measurahle event. As Garden

Heights did not meet its burden of proof on this issue, the

Commission has excluded the proposed adjustment for rata-making

purposes herein.
Electricity Expense

Garden Heights reported test year electricity expense of
Sl,262 and proposed an adjustment of 8282 based on advice from

representatives of its supplier, Green River Electric Cooperative

("GREC"), that it is anticipated that the rate charged for elec-

tricity will increase 1~ percent over the next 2-year period.

Whereas the Commission does currently have pending before it an

application hy GREC to flow through a proposed wholesale rate hy

its supplier, Rig Rivers Electric Corporation, that proceeding has

yet to he resolved and any adjustment made in anticipation of its
outcome would be arbitrary and speculative. As the result of that

13 Ibid. > Item 3.
Ibid
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case is not a known and measurable event, the Commission will not

allow Garden Heights'roposed adjustment for rate-making

purposes e

In order to document actual test year electricity expense,

the Commission requested copies of 1983 electricity bills. Based

on its review of these hills the Commission has determined that

the actual test year electricity expense was Sl,428. Therefore an

adjustment of s166 has been made to reflect the actual expense

incurred by Garden Heights during the test period.

Water Expense

Included within Garden Heights'roposed adjustment to

Account No. 703 -- Fuel and Power Purchased for Pumping and

Treatment is $65 for water expense. During the test year this

expense had been absorbed by the construction operations af

Sargent and Sturgeon and therefore no test year actual water

expense was reported.

At the Commission's request, Garden Heights provided copies

of test year water bills. The bills reflect an actual test year15

expense of. 8102. Therefore, the Commission has allowed an

adjustment of S102 to water expense for rate-making purposes.

Sludge Hauling

Garden Heights reported test year sludge hauling expense of

S780. In order to document this level of. expense th+ Commission

requested copies of 1983 sludge hauling invoices. In response to

Ibid., Item 7.



this request Garden Heights provided copies

Septic Tank Service invoices totaling $ 240. 16
of. C.G. Williams

In response to a

Commission request to explain the discrepancy between reported

sludge hauling expense and the invoice totals, Garden Heights

responded that "the copies of the invoices for sludge hauling are

correct." Therefore, the Commission has used S240, the amount„17

of the invoices, as the level of sludge hauling expense fax

rate-making purposes herein.
Taxes Other Than Income Tax Expense

Garden Heights proposed an adjustment of S332 to Account

No. 408.1 -- Taxes Other Than Income Taxes based upon its proposed

level of wages and salaries. In accordance with the wages and

salaries expense found reasonable in the section, "Wages and

Salaries," and based upon current state and federal unemployment~ el8

tax rates, the current PICA tax rate for employers, as well as

reported test year property and ad valorem taxes, the Commission

finds that Garden Heights should be allowed, for rate-making

purposes, an adjusted expense of S960 for this account.

Rite Case 0'.xpense

The ARt" procedure was established to provide a simplified

and lees expensive method for smell utilities to present cases

before the Commission. The ARF application was designed so that

16 Response, Commission's Information Request of October 12,
1984, Item 7.

17 Response, Commi ss ion ' In forma t ion Request of December 17,
1984, Item l.

18 Pages 4-8 of this order.



the utility should encounter little or no difficulty in presenting

its case for an increase in rates. In most instances no legal
assistance is necessary. The type of information requested by the

Commission in its orders of october 12 and December 17, 1984,

should have been readily available in the off.ices of Garden

Heights and services of an attorney should not have been required

in obtaining this information.

rt ia the opinion of the Commission that a minimal amount

of rate case expense should he incurred by a utility under the ARP

procedure. Nevertheless, rate case expense has been allocated in

previous ARF proceedings when a reasonable basis has been

presented by the utility.
In this case Garden Heights provided a statement for $ 4,200

from its attorney for rate case charges through November 6, 1984.

One-third of. this amount was to be allocated to Garden Heights and

two-thirds to Gardenside. Additionally, S400 in accounting fees

associated with the rate case had been charged to Garden Heights

resulting in a total proposed rate case expense of Sl,800
amortized over 2 years. In response to a Commission request to20

provide justification for this level of rate case expense, Garden

Heights responded, "the legal fees and out of pocket expenses

requested to be approved by the commission for this application a~

19 Response, Commission's Information Request of October 12,
1984, item 2.



allocated to this sewer division total S1,000."21 As the

Commission's request specifically dealt with total rate case

expense, not just legal, the Commission understands this response

to include any accounting fees which may be incurred hy Garden

Heights as a result of this proceeding. The Commission finds

Sl,OOO to be a reasonable level of rate case expenses in this

instance; however, Garden Heights has provided no persuasive

evidence as to why the Commission should deviate frnm past

practice concerning the 3-year amortization period which has

generally been utilized in proceedings of t.his type. Therefore,

the Commission has used S333, S1,000 amortized over 3 years, for

rate-making purposes herein.

After consideration of the aforementioned adjustments, the

Commission f inds Garden Heights'djusted test.-period operations

to be as follows:

Operat ing Revenues
Operating Expenses

Net Income

Repor ted
Test Period

S12,387
12,991

<S604>

Pro forma
Ad)ustments

S1,013
<104>

S1,117

Adjusted
Test Period

S13,400
12,8S7

S 513

REVENUE REOUXRENENTS

Though not specifically stated hy Garden Heights, its
revi and app1 l cat ) on rnf'1 nct s that. i t i s has ing i ts rnqunsted

increase on a 96.3 percent operating ratio. The Commission

21 Response, Commission's Information Request of. December 17,
1984, item 2.
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typically allows small, privately-owned sewer utilities an after
tax operating ratio of 88 percent. The Commission is of the

opinion that the operating ratio is a fair, just and reasonable
method for determining revenue requirements in this case. The

Commission f.inds that an operating ratio of 88 percent will allow

Garden Heights to pay its operating expenses, service its debt,

and provide a reasonable return to its owners. The use of this
ratio results in Garden Heights requiring additional revenue of

S),744 over normalized test-year operating revenues and results in

an after tax net income of S1,917.
SiJNNARY

l. The rate in Appendix A is the fair, just and reasonable

rate for Garden Heights and will produce gross annual operating

revenue sufficient to pay its operating expenses and provide a

reasonable surplus for equity growth.

2. The rate proposed hy Garden Heights would produce

revenue in excess of that found to he reasonable herein and

therefore should he denied upon application of KRS 278,030.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the rate in Appendix A be and

it hereby is approved for services rendered hy Garden Heights on

and after the date of this order.

IT IS PfJRTHER ORDERED that the rate proposed hy Garden

Heights be and it hereby is denied.

IT IS FURTHF',R ORDERED that within 30 days of. the date of
this Order Garden Heights shall File with this Commission its
revised tar if f sheets setting out therate approved herein.



Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, thiR 25th day of Narch, 1985.

PIJRLIC SFRVICF COMMISSION

Chairman
8/A

Vice Cha irman

ATTESTs

Secretary



APPENDIX A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDFR OF THF, PURLIC SFRVICF.
COMMISSION IN CASF. NO. 9128 DATFD 3/2'/85

The following rate is prescribed for customers

receiving service from Sargent and Sturgeon Ruilders, Inc.,
Garden Heights Subdivision. All other rates and charges not

specif ical ly mentioned herein shal 1 rema in the same as those

in effect under authority of the Commission prior to the

effective date of this Order.

CUSTOMER CLASS MONTHLY RATE

Residential Sll.00


